The Alhambra is admired for
its ‘balance’.

What can I do at my turn?

Everything must be nicely
proportioned, with no gaps
… that black-cross gap
cannot be created by the
red-crossed tile.

One of three things.
One - 1 - carry off currency
You can take money from the display - to buy buildings.
You can take several cards, but they mustn’t add up to more than five.

The numbers on the buildings tiles
are their cost …
nothing to do with scoring.
Scoring
At each of the three scoring occasions, the person with most of each type of
building within their Alhambra gets the scores shown on the score guides.
On the first occasion, players who are tied split the score - rounded down.
Subsequently, tied players share their own and the next score.
So, if two players tied for first place, they’d divide the scores for both first
and second place, leaving just third place for other players.
If three players tie for first, it’s divided by 3 … and in scoring-round three
they’d share all the three scores.
Continuous external walls are worth one point per segment of wall.
Separated walls do not add together. Internal walls have no points value.
Who has most is of no relevance.

Or you can take a single card of any value.
Two - 2 - buy a building
Pay using the currency displayed above the building-tile.
If you pay more than the asking price, no change is given.
If you pay the exact amount it remains your turn.
Choose which of the three actions you would like to perform next.
You can even buy another for the exact amount, and get another choice.
At the end of your turn, new buildings (in the order you choose) must be
placed either
(i) in the Alhambra alongside the fountain or a building already there, or
(ii) into the reserve area for use later (as many in reserve as you wish).

Three - 3 - redesign your Alhambra
► Take a building from the reserve and add it to your Alhambra.
► Take a building from your Alhambra and add it to the reserve.
► Exchange a building from the reserve to replace one that’s in your
Alhambra: and that goes into the reserve.
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What you mustn’t do.
Let’s talk money !
At the start, everyone is randomly issued money up to a count of between
20 and 28 ‘coins’.
There are four kinds of currency,
and the suppliers of buildings
want to be paid in their currency.

You can’t put a building into the palace
upside down,
or resting on its side.

Walls …. you can’t put up a wall directly
alongside a part of the palace that has no wall.

Macedonian denar - blue
Persian dirham - green
Venetian ducats - orange
and English florins - yellow

You can place a wall adjoining/against one
that’s already there.
Permitted.

Not allowed.

… and buildings to buy
The buildings that are on sale from the four suppliers are priced as shown
at the tile’s bottom right. The required currency is shown above each tile.
The different types of building pop up
randomly.

The point of a palace like the Alhambra is that people
can perambulate at their leisure.
So it’s forbidden to build anywhere
that cannot be walked to from the
lion fountain.

Building tiles have to join at
their flat edges
… not at their corners.

As the score guides show, some
buildings tend to cost more, and to be
more numerous.
They also score higher.
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